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CHAPTER I 

fUS PBOBLBM AND ITS SIGNIFICANCE . 

Literature on the tuple of teacher behaviors tons multi-

plied rapidly as investigators have attempted to analyze and 

appraise the various facets, Ees®archers have been concerned 

with those characteristics of teachers which indicate health, 

ability, knowledge and personality, The studies in person-

ality ©h»raetei?ieti@® have been, according to tender Werf 

(31* p* k)* four types* (1) traits or characteristics 

seemingly ® m m m to good or poor teachers} (2) the teaching 

personality through pupil-teacher relationships! (3J the 

holistic approach in which the researcher look® at nearly 

every facet of the relationship between teaoher and student! 

said (it) investigations with teaoher attitudes* The present 

investigation was ooneerned with the relationship of teach-

ers* attitudes and teachers* classroom behaviors. 

The Problem 

The problem of this study was t® determine whether 

teachers* attitudes as revealed by responses to an attitude 

instrument reflect teachers1 classroom behaviors as Implied 

by a behavior record of verbal eomenta to pupils* This 

research, in effect, was a check on the predictive validity 



of the attitude instrument used in the study, the Minnesota 

feacher Attitude Inventory (13) • 

Procedure and Jreatraent of the Data 

the principal source of data for this study una the in-

formation from a teacher attitude teat and fro® verbal state* 

m&ntB of teachers. Other data m obtained from books* 

pamphlets and journals dealing with the problem. 

A study was made of the attitudes and verbal behavior -

of a number of public school teachers, on# half of the amber 

in the eleaontary school and one half in the secondary school* 

The attitudes reflected responses of the teachers to one hun-

dred and fifty attitude statements comprising an inventory* 

*wb*l behavior represented parts of class sessions which 

ner® neither peculiar nor biased in terns of si2© of group» 

resources and classroom arrangement. 

The background experience and current biographical data 

concerning each teacher were not a basis for cou^arison in 

that the differences did not contribute significantly to 

the problem of comparing each teacher's attitudes to hit 

verbal behavior* 

Bach teacher was asked to check the attitude inventory* 

Several weeks later the teaoher waa asked to record verbatim 

a number of his comments to the students, calling on the 

student teacher In the room to help with the recording when 

•desirable# fhe lapse of time between the two procedures 



tended to lessen the possibility of awareness on the part 

of the teacher of ttoe relationship between responses on the 

attitude Instrument end records of teacher~coaiBients. 

Beta on each instrument were analysed to determine the 

degree of social integration or dominance on the part of the 

teacher* For teaoher verbal behavior, th® Oliwate Index de-

veloped by withali (32) was used. Consistency for each 

tea®her, in ©paring the findings based on the attitude in-

strument with the findings revealed by the verbal behavior 

record, was determined, fhese findings were evaluated against 

specified postulates regarding democratically oriented, pay*, 

chologlcally sound teacher behavior. 

Hypothesis 

the hypotheala that this investigation sought to teat 

was that the teacher's concept of hia role expressed as at-

titudes 1® consistent with hi® concept of hia role as ax-

pressed in his verbal behavior with pupils; that is# the two 

factors reveal a consistency of approaeh»~iearner«oenteredness 

or teachar»centeredness. 

In reference to the attitude instrument used in the 

study, the hypothesis may be re stated 8 the Minnesota 

3tSSŜ SSS Attitude Inventory (13) is a predictive measure* • 

Basic Assumptions 

9?h# basic assumptions which provided the experiaiental 

actions in the study were as follows! 



1, The research findings of scientific semiology and 

social psychology# combined, can be used as a research base* 

&* Teacher responses to attitude statements can be 

analysed as teacher-centered or learner-centered behavior* 

3. • Verbal behavior can be categorized as a means of 

assessment in reference to dorainative or integrative behavior* 

k# The extent to which psychological and dezBocratic 

conditions for learning are being met, according to teacher 

attitudes and in relation to teacher verbal behavior, can 

be compared. 

The fourth assumption* stated above* was the major 

preials© from which the conclusions for the present study 

were drawn. The other three concepts were minor premises 

which have been defended in the literature. 

Belated Studies 

Literature in the area of teacher personality has sug-

gested the methodology of the present study. The studies 

s»«t closely related to the present investigation were those 

1» the area® of the application of psychology and sociology 

as a research base* the analysis of responses to attitude 

statements and the examination of verbal behaviors as 

a»asures of assessment. 
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The application to research of ieitooratloally oriented, 

psychologically sound principles m a procedure has been , ̂  

found In several studies. 

In three general studies dealing with teacher compe-

tency, sound principles were used as validation criteria* 

Principles implied In verbatim statements of specialists in 

the fields of psychology and democracy were applied to teacher 

tasks collected by Latham (20) from published textbooks and 

rating sealeu? the validated behavior® became a rating scale 

for student teachers. Scientifically established psychologi-

cal, sociological and democratic principles as criteria for 

teacher competency were collected in an attempt by Kearaes 

(18) to develop a sound pattern of teacher education# Wst~ 

iftgs of competencies expected of teachers were collected from 

a considerable number of sources by furteett (30) and compiled 

Into a check-list for determining the emphases to be made in 

each of the teaehe retraining courses la the professional 

sequence» 

$he us# of democratic and psychological criteria i» 

relation t® attitudes was revealed in the 

Attitude Inventory Mssaiil (14* pp. 3-4) in which the de-

velopers, Cook, Leads and Oallls, included in the presenta-

tion of the rationale of the study characteristics of teachers 

who are socially secure or inferior. 
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Criteria judged democratically and psychologically 

sound were found useful I n ©nob. of the studies of teacher 

verbal behavior selected as basic to the present study# 

These criteria were Implied In the categories of democratic» 

autocratic, and laissez-faire behavior developed by Lippitt 

(23), Certain mental hygiene assumptions, regarding the 

ascendant classroom behavior of teacher® and pupils, were 

offered along with categories of teacher contacts i n a »#rl®s . 

of studies by Anderson (5» 6» 7). An outline of the theory 

of personality and the theory of learning was included by 

Withall <32} in the rationale of hi# doctoral study estab-

l ishing the val id i ty and r e l i a b i l i t y of categories for verbal 

behavior. 

That continued research la needed in the dual approach 

of psychology and democracy has been pointed out in current 

Journals,# such as a Bulletin of th® California Teachers1 

Association (9) and the Journal of fô .lo|,ogy 

(8, 29). The following statements are typical! 

Research ©» the relationship between the teacher1® 
role and the learning of children is essential (8, p. 2). 

As the needa of aociety change, and more effective 
procedures are developed through scientific research, 
the expectations of the teacher in each role will be 
modified accordingly (9# p. 3D* 

The present conforming role of the teacher is hardly 
in keeping with either their needs as individuals, 
or the needs of society (29* P* 20)• 



Research M 1 M Minnesota 
Ittttag# Inventory 

Minnesota teacher attitude Inventory {%%)» d«#ig«e& 

for measuring a teacher* s attitudes toward pupils, Includes 

Items that# according to the developers# discriminate between 

teachers who have and those who do not have certain character-

istic behaviors. Since the publication of the Hime&ota 

feaoher Attitude Inventory la 1951# there have been a number 

of studies on the validity of the Instrument. 

The concurrent validity of the Minnesota feae.l*#S» attitude 

Inventory has been supported by research that consistently 

produced significant correlation coefficient# when correlated 

with certain criteria • Ratings of the teacher* toy pupils# by 

administrators and by independent observers In Leeds1 studies 

(21, 22) resulted in correlations of .1*5 and .31 for two 

samples of experienced teachers when pupils* ratings were 

utilised and .£9 when pupils* ratings were combined with 

ratings Made by the school principal and a single profes-

sional rater# The criterion of post•high-school education, 

investigated by Kearney and Rocchio (19)> obtained a sig-

nificant and positive relationship. The teacher*s response 

to the inventory during the second and third year of teach-

ing, a criterion used in two longitudinal studies by Oook 

(12), yielded a correlation of *60 in relation to 

Teacher Attitude Inventorr scores of the subjects as pre-

service education students* 
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The predictive value of the Minnesota teacher Attitude 

has been explored, with varying conclusions* Using 

scores based 011 pupil attitude toward school, a study by 

Hoyt and Cook (17) has shown that the Inventory scores of 

college students prior to teaching were correlated with 

responses to the inventory indicative to their pupils* at-

titudes toward school to a level similar to that of Leed® * 

*%udy (22)* tiing a combination of ratings by pupils, prin-

cipal and professional rater but with two observers rather 

than one, as in Leeds' study, Caliia (10) reported a corre-

lation of .l}i> in answer to the problem How well will the 

Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory predict interpersonal 

relations In the classroom? 

The only criterion of general teaching performance used 

in a study by Standlee (28) was an administrative rating of 

subjects on a single tea-point scale* which was recognized 

m & limitation of the study in lending support to the notion 

that the Minnesota teacher Attitude Inventory may be used as 

an index of a teacher* s over-all teaching performance. Pupil 

responses to questions about their teachers and their class-

room, one year after the teachers as college students had 

responded to the- Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory> was 

the basis of evaluation in a study by Rabinowitss and 

Hosenbaum (27)» fhe results offered no evidence of the 

predictive validity of the instrument , the researcher* 

pointing out that the concurrent validity of a test Is often 



Incorrectly used to support recommendation for Its use as . 

a predictive measure. As a follow-up of this study, the . 

Minnesota feaeher Attitude Inventory was administered twice 

by Polmantier and Ferguson (26, p. 70) to teachers of two 

or mora years* experience. . Prior to the first administra-

tion of the test, standard Instructions were used. Preced-

ing the second administration of the Inventory to three 

groups, Into which the large group had been divided, three 

different types of instructions were givent standard In-

structions, permissive instruct ions and authoritarian In-

structions* Scores were not significantly different under 

standard instructions but significant differences were found 

among the mean scores of the three groups under different 

instructions, indicating the influence on subjects attltu-

dinally toward representing themselves as a certain type of 

teacher* Another test-retest study was made with college 

seniors on their return to campus fro® internship teaching 

In the public schools and one year later by mailing the In-

ventory to all subjects. The resulting correlations ©b» 

tained by Day (16) were .63 when comparing the responses of 

the subjects but only .28 when compared with principals 

ratings and .18 when compared with supervisors ratings. 

These studies of the validity ©f the 

Attitude .Inventory have suggested the need for further 

evidence. 
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In order to obtain objective measures of teachers' ' • • 

classroom personalities and conoosdtant classroom behavior, 

the categorizing of verbal behavior as a means of assessment 

was a procedure In experimental work undertaken by Llppltt 

at the University of Iowa, by Curfraan at Stanford University, 

by Anderson and his co-workers at Michigan Stat® College and 

by Wlthall at the University of Chicago. These studies sug-

gested the procedures to be used in th© present study In -

determining teacher behavior from verbal comments to pupils. 

fhe use of categories. —The categories for the grouping 

of verbal cowsents, adopted for the preset study* war© 

veloped through a series of studies* 

Criteria for authoritarian, democratic and laissez-

faire leadership patterns to guide each of three leader® la 

the implementation of th® leadership role to be filled with 

a given group of five boys for a six-week period were formu-

lated by Llppltt in a doctoral study (23)# based on two 

earlier studies {Zk» 25) • Llppltt*s criteria were used by 

Curfman (15) in an experimental investigation at Stanford 

of some of the influences of authoritarian and democratic 

atmospheres on the behavior of small groups. The Stanford 

study tended to underline further the findings of the Iowa 

study regarding the differences in behavior resulting from 

authoritarian and democratic climates. 
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Measures of teacher®1 classroom personalities that £m* 

ther differentiate authoritarian and democratic atmospheres, 

or the dorainative and the integrative teacher personality, 

were the ultimate objective of the several researches of 

Anderson and his co-workers (5# 6» ?}• Dividing behavior 

into the categories of dominatlve behavior and socially 

integrative behavior, .an attempt to develop measures for. 

the psychological interplay between children was made by 

Anderson {!*.)» whose preliminary study had shown that it was 

possible to devise reliable measures of behavior of children. 

In his extension of this study Anderson (1) found among 

other thing® that domination was psychologically different 

from integrative behavior? this finding later was confirmed 

in a study by Anderson (3) set in another community. Using 

the same two categories of domination and social integration, 

a record of the teacher's contacts with children to the 

classroom was snide by Anderson {2)$ it involved a basic 

postulate underlying the Anderson studies that the win 

direction of influence in the.classroom is from teacher to 

pupil {?# p. 3)* Anderson*s method was repeated, with the 

help of Helen M* Brewer (5)» who concluded that the cate-

gories of teacher contacts could be grouped in such a way 

as to show degrees of dominative and of socially integrative 

contacts. Joseph E. Brewer {6), who used the revised cate-

gories of teacher contacts which show degree of doainative 
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«nd integrative behavior, defined new categories of '«MM. 

behavior* Further evidence on th® validity of the cate-

gories of tea®her contacts mas found in follow-up studies 

by Mary Frances Heed (7)> who direeted her attention to th® 

same teachers and children observed by Joseph "£• Blower after 

the lapse of m& years and by Ander«on and' Brewer I?) who 

noted changes in teachers and in children which might be 

found after the teachers had been with children a few months. 

The definitions of twenty-six categories of teacher-behavior, 

identified by Anderson and hia co-workers m falling into 

one or the other of the two broad areas of integrative 

teacher behavior and dominativ# teacher behavior# were 

grouped by Clifton (11) into five situational types. 

The Instrument developed by Anderson for measuring 

teachers* personalities by categorizing their classroom 

behaviors provided a useful method for Withall (32) * who 

constructed a climate index to measure a teacher*s ap-

proaeh as learner-centered or teacher-centered. In 

Vithallfs (32) study teacher atateaents tended to fall 

into about twenty-»flve categories or types of responses, 

whioh were reduced to seven categories. Once the cate-

gories had been identified and procedures developed for 

facility in their application to the data the technique was 

found by'Withall (32) to have objectivity* reliability 

and validity* 
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The major categories for the analysis of verbal be-

havior developed by kippitt, Anderson and Wlthall were com-

purable, each being an extension of the preceding studies. 

In Lippitt1s (23) study, the eonversatIon record com-

piled during club meetings was analyzed in terms of leader-

to-child behavior, child-to-leader behavior and chlld-to« 

ehild behavior. 

1. Leader-to-ehiId behavior? (1) leader cessment® 

limiting child' behavior by giving either orders m disrupt-

ing commands ©r non-eonatruotiv© criticism; <2) leader 

comments that extend the child*s behavior, such as guiding 

suggestions, giving information, stimulating self-guidancej 

(3) personal-Bilnded comments of praise, of approval or 

jevlal-oonfident statements j (4) natter-of-fact ooanexita 

{objective remarks)# 

2» Child-to-child behaviors (1) discontent, {%) 

aggressiveness, (3) attention demands, (i}.) friendliness, 

(5) group-minded contributions, (6) questions for informa-

tion, (7) out-of-field conversation, (8) play-minded 

remarks, (9) work-centered remarks, <10) work-directing 

remarks. 

3# Child-to-leader behavior! (1) leader dependence, 

(2) (all other categories are the same as child-to-ohild 

behavior categories)* 
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In fell# Anderson (5t 6, ?) studies, teachers* ©ontaett 

were recorded as dominative or socially integrative be-

havior. Within these large divisions, the detailed cate-

gories •of teacher contact first worked out toy Anderson were 

separated into five situational groupings which were assuiaed 

to differentiate degrees of domination and degrees of social 

integration# 

§, Domination* with evidence of conflict 
, Domination* with no evidence of conflict 
, Domination, with evidence of working together 
, Integration, with no evidence of working together 

If.» Integration, with evidence of working together 

There were seven categories which seemed to With*XI 

(J2) to encompass all the types of statements teachers 

utilize la classrooms« 

1* Learner-supportive statements that have the intent 

of reassuring or oesaaendlng the pupil 

2.« Acceptant and clarifying statements having an in-

tent t© convey to the pupil the feeling that he was under-

stood and help him elucidate his ideas and feelings 

3» Problem-strueturea statements or question® which 

proffer information ©r raise questions about the problem 

in an objective sianner with intent to facilitate learner1# 

problem-salving 

Meutral statsjaents which comprise polite fonsali-

tles-f administrative consnents, verbatim repetition of 

something that has already been said with no Intent 

inferable 
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5* Directive or hortative statements with intent to 

have pupil follow a recommended course of action 

6. Reproving or deprecating remarks int@nd.ed to de-

ter pupil from continued indulgence in present behavior • 

' 7. Teaeber self-supportive reraarks intended to sus-

tain or justify the teacher's position or course of action. 

The selection of samples.--Lippltt (23) worked with 

twenty fe@y®» age eleven# in four clubs of five boya each* 

©elected fro® two school populations# Curfman {15)' fol-

lowed Lippitt's pattern of research, again using small 

groups# Anderson's (ij.) work began with children of pre-

school age in a simple, controlled, experimental play situ-

ation. A later study (3) reported work with kindergarten 

children in another eeroaunlty* Helen K* Brewer <5) found 

the methods and procedures wet with young children satis* 

factory at the aecond grade level and at the fourth and 

sixth grade levels. The classroom behavior of children and 

teachers in two aeoond-grade rooms in the umm building 

were studied by Joseph S* Brewer (6); thee# sarae children, 

as third graders, were studied by Mary Frances, teed (7), 

Anderson and Brewer (7) conducted their study in two third-

grade rooms in attempting to determine the nature and degree 

of change in personality from fall to winter. The measure® 

developed in the Anderson studies (5* 6t 7) were found 

applicable throughout the range of the elementary school, 

mailto:int@nd.ed
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including rooms having departmental teaching* Recordings* 

©f regular sessions of takers1 high school classes held to 

a Laboratory Sehool were the source of the data in develop-

ment by Withall ($2) of the climate index, later applied 

to the verbal behavior of five teachers at the high, school 

level to demonstrate interpretation of patterns of state-

ments tel to two teachers at the graduate level to ascertain 

the utility•of the 'index at a level of instruction beyond 

the secondary school. In Withall's (32) study it was 

planned to observe and to analyze only the teacher"s be-

haviors m they alter the conditions for learning# 

the recording of date. —In the Lippitt (23) study, two 

sets of observation forms were utilized in that two separate 

groups of boys met simultaneously. 1'he observers' records 

included a quantitative running account of social inter-

action, the number of incidents and actions per unit of 

time# between boy® and leadersj a continuous stenographic 

record of conversationsj and running account© of psychologi-

cally interesting interaction in each club and of inter-elub 

contacts. In that the purpose of the Anderson (5# 6, 7) 

studies was to develop measures of frequencies for the 

dentins tive and integrative contacts which teachers have with 

children*, the observation blank bore identifying Information 

and space allotted for cheek marks opposite each category. 

The procedure used in Anderson's (3) first kindergarten 
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study was to not# the teacher* 0 contacts with each child in 

the room, recording on m observation blank under each child's 

name. • The problem of making simultaneous records of the be-

havior of the teacher and the children was undertaken by 

Helen M. Brewer (5) and by Mary Frances Heed (7)« type-

scripts were made of recordings of regular class sessions of 

several high school classes in the tfithall (32) study, One 

of the conclusions by Wit hall (32) mat that two hundred state-

ments would be a representative sample of a given teacher1s 

pattern of statements and that there mm®& to be mm® evi-

dence to suggest that a representation of the pattern of 

teacher-statements in a classroom can be obtained from a 

sampling as snail at fifty statements. 

For uniformity In recording the data, the adoption of 

like terms in the several researches was found useful. 

ThMi« tews evolved as the series of studies were carried 

out. The term verbal behavior was preceded in the literature 

by tha term conversation» used 1» J*ippifct«a (23) study in 

which continuous stenographic•records of conversations war# 

kept» fhe terras verbal and non-verbal designated the cate-

gories Into whish Anderson (5* 6, 7) classified contacts? 

these terms were later used in the Withall (32) study where -

the concern was with the verbal remarks of teachers# It 

was in the study by Anderson (1) of the psychological Inter-

Play ©* children to a play situation that behavior was 

recorded as contacts and contacts ware included under the 
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socially integrative behaylor ©*» domination. It was 

in Anderson's (2) first study on the kindergarten level that 

contacts with two or more children were recorded as Kroup 

contacts. fills definition of group contact was pointed out 

by Reed (7) along with, the definition of an Individual con-

tact a# a teacher*# contact with on® child* 

The reliability of recorders.—$he observers and the 

establishing of their reliability was an integral part of 

the studies on verbal behavior. 

In the Lippitt (23) study, two sets of observers m m 

utilised in that two clubs net at the same time. In the 

Anderson CS# 6# 7) studies, reliability of the observers, 

who recorded the teacher's contacts with each child, was 

tested. Anderson pointed out that In spite of the fact that 

observers were unable to record the contact® at the speed 

with which they occurred, this laete ef similarity In ob» 

servatlons was a discrepancy that can exist apart from in-

consistencies in abilities of observers to obtain and record. 

When the Method of the first kindergarten study was repeated 

CS) the reliability of observers was considerably increased. 

It was shown by Brewer*s C&> use of the revised classifica-

tions of teachers' doialnative and integrative behavior that 

data could be reliably recorded. Witha11 |j2) to ascertain* 

Sag agreement between judges and the researcher found the 

wean percentage of agreement for all four Judges with the 
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researcher on three transcripts was sixty-five. H© con-

eluded that stateasenta categorized according to the elliaat© 

index tend to be similarly categorized by impartial ob-

servers. It was demonstrated that several individuals to 

whom the criteria of the climate index mm described were 

able to achieve an adequate agreement in categorizing state* 

raants contained in the transcripts. 

S M application of categories*., —By means of the study 

reported by Anderson and Joseph E. Brewer (6), it vaa danon* 

strated that Identifiable teacher behaviors could be cate-

gorized so that two teachers could be differentiated on the 

basis of the relative number of integrative and dorainative 

contacts with children. To compute the relative nunaber of 

contacts, It was found necessary to align the categories 

into a continuum. The continuum, recognisable in the cate-

gories developed by Lippitt (23) # by Anderson {% 6, 7) and 

by Wlthall (32) as tvm learner-centeredness to teaeher-

eenterednesij,, was accepted as useful In the present study 

in applying the categories to teachers* verbal behaviors* 

A certain number of the categories asking up the con-

tinuum was designated as learaereentered, a portion ©f the 

categories was designated as teacher-centered the re-

gaining categories, having no influence on either of the 

other portions, were specified as neutral. Based on the 

proportion of statements falling into one of the three 
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b l m m outweighing the proportion In the other blocks of : 

categories, the teacher could be judged learner-centered, 

or teacher-centered or problem-centered* . 

•< • ...-2!liS of behavior*--One of the concliisions 

Omni by Lippitt (2|) was that different leaders playing 

' the same kind, of leadership roles displaced very similar 

patterns and that the group members in all groups reacted 

t# the same kinds of leadership style* regardless of the 

individual who played the role, in strikingly similar 

and ©on®Istent faahlon. 

Differences in children*a classroom behavior were 

found by Helen M. Brewer (5) to be ©oasomait filth the 

teacher differences* a conclusion alao drawn by VIItha 11 

132} in a later study. In the application of the climate 

iatox* Withall (32) found that pupil reaction.to the event# 

in the class was predominantly positive where class sessions 

were pupil-centered and predominantly negative when the 

sessions were teacher-centered. 

Using categories that show degrees of dominatlve and 

integrative contacts, highly contrasting and consistent 

differences in the personalities of teachers were found by 

Joseph II. Brewer (6). One teacher was consistently more 

dorainativej the other was consistently more integrative. 

Strong evidence of a central tendency in the behavior 
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patterns of teachers was also one of the findings to 

Clifton** 111) study# 

Studying in grade three the same group of children ob-

served to grade two, Mary France® Baud (7) found that pupils* 

behavior in grade fc.hr## differed from their behavior in 

grade two, in terms of Brewer*s child-behavior categories, 

and tfant these behavior differences were consistent with the 

behaviors of the grade three teachers, as identified by 

Anderson* a categories# fhe behaviors of grade two teachers 

observed the previous year, when categorized, indicated 

that the teaohers, although teaching new groups of children, 

maintained virtually the same patterns of behavior* 

Consistent patterns of verbal-behavior of a given 

teacher from day to day, within the limits of behavioral 

and personality variations, were identified by the climate 

index developed by Withal1 (32), 

I M î alanlfleance of pertain fast^rs.^liften (11) 

presented three findings that had been implied to some de-

gree in previous studies? «m evaluation of a teacher*b 

behavior can be determined by retarding contacts only as 

group contacts or as individual contacts without reference 

to specific childrenj a consistent ssero relation exists 

between the number of children present and each category of 

grot̂ j contacts and total group contacts| and little or no 

relationship exists between verbal behavior and other factors 
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such as mx of the children, age of teacher and the tin# of 

the day* 

Extension of Previous 3Uplift 

faking advantage of the completed work to the area of 

verbal behavior, tha present study found useful, the sewn 

categories comprising the climate Index developed by Wlth&ll 

(32) and the technique* for application of the categories 

proposed by kippitt (23), Anderson (5# 6, 7) «ad Wlthall 

(32) and the method for computation in terras of number of 

teacher statements as suggested In the Withall (32) study, 

la flew of the previous studies certain factor a were ignored 

In the present studyi age of the teachersj #tx# of the 

groups of pupils; time of the day} sex of the pupils; and 

identity of the participants in the study* 

Definition of feme 

For purpose® of this study, the terms listed below had 

the following meanings, each circumscribed by the school 

situation* 

Democratic 

By democratic competency is meant ability to use the 

skills and knowledge necessary for & high level of social 

interaction in a deawcratie society. It is the ability to 

interact with the environment in a desirable laanner, de~ 

slrable In that it is integrated and socially sensitive# 
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f he tem democracy has been used to contrast with 

03? dictatorship to designate a relationship to which there 

• Is an opportunity to express thoughts wit tout fear and to 

reveal desires without danger. 

Learning Theory 

There are three groups into which schools of thought 

concerning learning theory are often classified—'association 

theories, field theories and purposive theories. Gestalt 

psychology is ®»» of the two division* 1st® which a treat* 

meat of field theory is often divided} the other division 

is topological psychology which grew out of the classical 

Qestalt psychology. The field theory approach to learning, 

with attention given to Gestalt psychology, is the approach 

used in the present study. Gestalt psychology is an appli-

oattoaa mt the principles of field theory, as developed in 

physics, to events of behavior and consciousness• For the 

Gestalt psychologist learning does not consist of establish* 

iag stimulus-response connections but of seeing new relation* 

ships. 

Social Learning 

Whenever weaning is attached to learning by the learner, 

whenever this take# into account the behavior of others, and 

whenever behavior is oriented in its course by others, this 

behavior and learning is social. 
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Attitudes 

An attitude is ® theoretical conatruct. It denotes e 

fwnetional stats of readiness which determines tfe#; ©rg&nlsja 

to react in a characteristic way to certain stliaali or 

atimlus situations. 

^urrenfl? it la customary to think of the teacher m 

a director of learning, as a friend and counselor to pupila, 

as a jaesiber of a group of professional workers* and m a 

citizen participating in various coraraunity activities. 

Verbal Behavior 

Verbal behavior, defined in general teriaa, is audible 

behavior caused by speaking. It i« expressed in words? 

it is oral, not written. Verbal behavior is a representa-

tive sample of total behavior. 

Ascendant Behavlog 

Verbal behavior is of two types* ascendant behavior 

and descendant behavior* Ascendant behavior la said to be 

doaiinative or socially integrative. Defined in reference 

to teaching, integrative behavior is that which expands the 

children's opportunities of self-direction and co-operative 

behavior with the teacher and with peers? dorainatlve behavior 

tend® to restrict children*s activities and to lead to dis-

tracted, non-co-operatlve conduct. 
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Limitations of the Study 

This probles was concerned with teacher behaviors 

directly related to the responsibility for guiding pupil'. i 

growth. i The frame of reference for this study was that of 

the public schools, dedicated to education for democratic 

living. The studies m learning theory mm In keeping with 

aestalt theory. 

fhe study reflected the attitudes and behavior of mm 

group of si& jeets who were engaged in teaching in one com-

iaunity and who were working with the student-teaching program 

at ti» time of the study. 

Chapter Summary 

fhe rationale of this study has presented the boundaries 

of areas to which the conclusions would be confined* 

TfcU investigation has sought to obtain,, through an 

analysis of teaoher attitudes and a categorising of teaoher 

statements, m index of teacher-behavior that would deiaon~ 

strata the predictive power of response® to attitude state* 

wnts# In other word® * the objective of this study was to 

ascertain whether teaoher attitudes and teaoher behaviors 

yield consistent ascendant behavior, either socially in* 

tegrative or dorainative. 

A basis for the raethodolosy of the study has been that 

of related studies. Previous studies that have established 

as a research base those principles found to be democratically 
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oriented and sound psychologically, in terras of Gestalt 

psychology, suggested this means for application of the 

findtoga of the present study* Earlier studies that have 

deiaonstrsted eategori^ation of teachers* verbal behavior as 

a a#«aas of assessment presented details of procedure to he 

followed k Ifes present study. Sorapletefi investigations, 

indicating th© need for further research in the use of the 

feaohs^ Attitude Inventory m a predictive laeaaur®. 

suggested the predictive power of th® Inventory at th© *««-

search emphasis for th© present study. 

Extending the work of the related studies, the present 

study would differ in several ways, fhe postulated prin-

ciples# reflecting psychology and democracy* would be es-

tablished through analysis of th® basic documents of 

democracy and th® primary sources of learning research as 

well as through examination of secondary sources. The tech-

nique, of recording teacher verbal behavior would be the 

Immediate and verbatim recording of the consnentg iaad© by 

teaeters to pupils, rather than the us# of a check-sheet 

indicating frequency of contacts or the technique of tape 

recording, fin® age rang© of the pupil# would include pupils 

of both high-school age and elementary-school age. 

Insofar as can be determined through examination of 

published research a comparison of teacher behavior indicated 

by tttftetwr attitudes, using the Ilanesota teacher Attitude 
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Inventory» with teaeher behavior indicated by taaehor varbal 

aoiwa^nts, using the categorization of as. a immm off 

assessment, has not been undertaken. 

Thia »tufty should present evident tor ot against th© 

use of the Ktoai»«ot* tmmhmr Attitude layentogy m a pr@-

dlctive instrument. 
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CHAPTER II 

OVERVIEW OF DEMOCRATIC AMD PSYCHOLOGICAL fHSORIBS 

The purpose of this chapter was to delineate a research 

base for the present study through « synthesis of research 

In scientific sociology and social psychology. 

fhree procedures were usodi (1) to determine the prin-

ciple# of democratic living as a guide to the practice® of 

the teacher as he helps children develop self^diseipline 

and self-direction; (2) to ascertain bo®® of the principle# 

of learning theory as requirements of the teacher a® hi 

work* toward improving the quality of living In the ©last* 

roomj (3) to use the relationship between the two sets of 

principles as orlteria for teacher-behavior which balance® 

the extremes of the Integrative-douinatlT# continuums sad 

furnishes a basis for analysing teacher attitudes and teacher 

verbal-behavior. 

Persistent Tasks of Human Life in a Democracy 

Examination of basic documents and review of the 

literature to the field have revealed democratic beliefs 

and related behaviors# 

32 
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Analysis of trim Documents of 

Three documents have been th« primary basis of American 

democracy and forward steps la the history of hwmn freedom. 

The Declaration of Independence, the Preamble to the American 

Constitution, and th# Constitution have been recognized by 

the people of the United States as the foundation for the 

government and thus Irrefutable as sources Ins whioh to 

derive the principles of American Democracy. 

ffhe Declaration of Independence. —fhe Declaration of 

Independence {22) held certain truths to be self-evident. 

From the Declaration of Independence have been derived 

these principles* (1) Life, liberty ant the pursuit of 

happiness are the inalienable right® of all a#s| (2) Govern-

raents are created by, and derive their powers from the con-

sent of the. governed| (3) It is tt* right of the people to 

alter or abolish forms of government that have become 

destructive of. their aims, and to lay their foundations on 

§mh principles and organise their powers In such for® as 

to the® shall seen most likely to effect their happiness• 

2 M Preamble to the American Constitution. ~»Th* 

Preamble (5<3) expresses the purposes and hopes of the men 

who wrote the Constitution. From the Preamble to th# 

Constitution have been derived these principless (1) to 

forat a wore perfect union| (2) to Insure domestic tran-

quility} (3) to promote general welfare} (i$.) to establish 



justice; ($) to provide for th« Gammon defease; (6) to 

secure the blessings of liberty, 

. Constitution of the United Stato»««<-M\»eh of the 

Constitution (20} was devoted to til® organisation of the 

government. Probably the most important message of th© 

Constitution was contained in its amendments. This following 

principles tew been derived from the amendments to the 

Constitution; (1) Congress shall make no law respecting an 

establishment of religion or prohibiting the fret exercise 

thereof! (2) Congress shall make no law abridging the free-

dom of speech or of the pressf (3) Congress shall make no 

law abridging the right of the people peaceably to assemble 

and to petition the government for repress ©f grievancess 

Mi-) fh® right of the people to keep and bear arms shall not 

be infringedj C5) The right of the people to be secure in 

their persons* houses* papers mad effects against unreason-

able searches and seizures shall not be violated! (6) Slavery 

and involuntary servitude shall not exist within the United 

State®t (7) All persons are entitled t® the equal protection 

of the lawi (8) All persons born or naturalised in the United 

States are citissensi {9) The right of citizens of the United 

States to vote shall not be denied or abridged on account 

of race, color or previous servitude; (1Q) Tim right of 

cit 1 sens to vote shall not be denied on account of seat* 
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of Documents • —From an analysis of the 

Beelaratlon of Independence, the Preamble to th,® Constitu-

tion, and th# Constitution of the United States has been 
% 

derived a comprehensive definition of Americanism. 

Governments have been created by and derive their just 

powers from the consent of the governed, The purposes of 

American government have been to for® a mora perfect union, 

to establish Jostles, to Insure domestic tranquility, to 

provide for the coaiaon defense* to provide for the general 

welfare and to secure the blessings of liberty and pos- • 

terity. kife, liberty and the pursuit of happiness have 

been considered inalienable rights of all men* Freedom of 

religion, freedom of speech and of th® press,. and th® right 

of the people peaceably to assemble and to petition the 

government for'redress ©f grievances have been assured by 

the government. It has been the right of the people to 

alter or abolish forms of government that have beeoras 

destructive of their aim# and to lay their foundations on 

such principles and organize their powers in such for® as 

to thera shall seem most likely to effect their safety and 

happiness. 

analysis is in line with a comparable examination 
of documents of-democracy made by Vernon Armstrong in his 
Master's thesis# "Applying leuooratl® Principles to Social 
Studies Practices," !9|7« 
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Analysis of More Recent Literature 

Determining persistent task# faced by all tamim life 

in a democracy a® a research procedure was not siasnt to to-

ply that #a@ti individual has the same needs in the #a» way, 

fhe individual must define for himself the nature' of the 

totality which he is. Wait universalized meeds have failed 

to depict with exactness the special fool of organization 

existing in each individual life was pointed out by Murray 

(lj.6, p. 588). At the same time, a number of social psy-

chologists* including Murray, have concluded that the 

science of personology cannot advance much further without 

a classification of the more important trend® of behavior 

or needs. 

Classifications of needs.—Many classification® of 

neads have been proposed, those found in the literature 

that seemed representative have been included la this present 

study. 

Basic needs of individuals have been classified by the 

Comlttee on the Relation of Emotion to the Educative 

Process <5>l) into three categories each of which, represents 

a major aspect of the life of the individuala physiological 

needs such as food* clothing* shelter* relaxation, rest* and 

sexual activity) soelal needs such as an affectionate or 

loving relationship with one or more human beings and a 

- feeling of belonging in varied social groupingsi and eg© 
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«tv3 Integrative needs about • which the crasualttee pointed out 

that each person must believe in himself and feel that he 

has attained a worthy selfhood. 

The three categories of needs set forth fey the Com* 

mittee correspond with other enumerations of the needs of 

the Individual. Abasement, achievement, acquisition, ag-

gression, autonomy, deference, dominance, exhibitlonism, 

affiliation,,, recognition*. retention, seclusion, sentience, 

sex and succorance were considered by Murray (k&, p. 588). 

The need for altruism, for morality, for intelligence, for 

self-respect* for freedom, for love and affection and for 

belonging were pointed out by Lane and Beaucharap (37) as 

urgent needs of society. Emotional-social needs of the 

whole personality identified by Cole (18, p. 363) included 

self-respect# a elf-e onfidence, self-esipressioni, belonging 

and acceptance, recognition of success, security and a fair 

amount of change ©f activities. Physical hungers and ten-

sions, safety, love for another person, belonging, esteem 

from others and self-esteen and self-realisation were 

listed by Symonda ($8) as needs of the individual. 

Susaaatlon of classifications * —Host hunan personalities 

have been subject to some of the fundamental drives and 

tensions* While these drives have been established to 

exist in most people, their functioning in society has been 

determined largely by environment, fha processes involved 
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in living and growing have created needs for warmth, Nu-

trition, bodily ©are and pl&f* Strass was given by the 

specialists in the field to the primary and inalienable 

need to be accepted as a unique individual* This necessity 

for social approval and social status has involved the need 

to learn to get along in an organized group life, th® mod 

to loam to recognize and observe th© inviolabilities that 

every culture establishes with respect to object®* persons» 

places, and times and the need for bringing emotional • 

responsiveness under regulation. 

fht foregoing discussion of the needs of human per-

sonalities made evident that these needs ware synonyraous 

with desirable characteristics of the emotionally atable, 

socially acceptable personality as identified by Menninger 

(^3) $ by Morse and Mingo and by Bonney (10): {!) a 

satisfactory fulfillment of one's capacities5 the forward 

®©v® toward ego.strengthening, personality uniqueness, 

self-realization, "becoming"j (2) an adequate and balanced 

self-concept based upon self-insight j promotion of positive 

self-regarding attitudes; (3) an ability to meet reality 

without developing crippling emotional and mental conflicts! 

rational control of behaviorj (y the ability to love beyond 

oneself «ad to turn personal experience into huifian experi-

ence! the attainment of inter-personal relationship and 
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group belongingnessj and (5) an adjustment to creative par-

ticipation in the environment; the development of social 

interests. 

Section Sggmary 

In tli# examination of tha baalo philosophy of a derao-

©ratio society and of the basic needs of an individual bora 

In such a society three major concepts seemed to be para-

mount : 

Worth m i dignity of the individual 

Ability of human intelligence to resolve conflicts 

Importance ©f co-operative social actionj that la, th© 

capacity to learn co-operation and mutual respect and the 

skill to have a voice in plans and decisions. 

Principles of Learning 

9t» investigation of the major field® of learning 

theory has produced a mass of available data* The present 

analysis, however# has bean limited to the Qestalt approach 

to learning as it has been systematically and comprehen-

sively described by Iligard (30) and Stephens (57)« 

Overview of Qestalt Theory of Laaralng 

Both Stephens and Hilgard proposed two variants of 

Gestalt theory, classical Gestalt and Lewlnlan. Gestalt 

psychologists or the proponents of field theory have felt 

that the ©onneetloniat has his theory in reverse of its 



actus! occurrence. fhe Gestalt psychologist has insisted 

that experience or behavior never occurs in small Isolated 

situations or movements* fhe si tuatlon»as ̂experienced has 

been organised or struetured into a definite pattern, and 

this pattern la more pronounced in experience than the 

details that make it. up. The pattern, coming into experi-

ence before the details, has lasted in spite of changes in 

the component parts. The Lewinian concept of the life 

space, with its many psychological forces, has been identi-

fied as one kind of Gestalt psychology or field theory. 

More than other Gestaltists, Lewin has emphasized motive 

or drive* 

There was agreement by Hilgard ami Stephens on a 

amber of principles inherent in Gestalt psychology. 

1. Learning is always accomplished by the whole 

method. It is the whole organism, the whole individual, 

that acts, reacts, learns in whole situations* 

2. Behavior is always goal-directed, variable, 

persistent• 

3* Learning is a continuous process of making dis-

coveries. 

k* teaming takes piece in a problem situation, one 

in which the individual Is forced by his own goal seeking 

to vary his behavior. 



$« Learning utilise* the principle of internal ex-

pectancy sis its major variable m construct. 

6. la learning# the response ©id® 1# a® differentiated 

as the stimulus •lie* 

Definitional Aspects of Oestalt Slymnr 

fhe contributions of a sisable group of .a'tiiitwqpmiyy 

psychologists have provided evidence for the six factor# 

Inherent la Hilgard1s <30) end Stephen*s (5?) presentation 

of Sesfcalt psychology, Several of the researches which 

seemed representative of the mrk in each mm were reviewed* 

Whole method learning*-** number ©f general studies 

of the eonoept of organism, nt»lef or Sestalt to psychology 

have been reported in the literature. Groups as sociological 

wholes, the unity of which ©an he defined operationally in 

the mmm m j as a unity of any other dynamic whole, namely, 

.fey the interdependence of its part®, was the point of view 

of Lewin (i|0) in his presentation of the concept of social 

space* That the behavior of individuals as well as groups 

depends upon their situation and their peculiar position in 

It was a conclusion drawn in tippltt's (ijl) work In which 

the properties of the group were observed* fflie Importance 

of the immediate total situation in hindering or promoting 

creative achievement was reported by Barker* Dembo and 

Lewin |6I in their study of frustration and regression* 

fhe first response of the individual to any new situation 
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exhibits the same characteristics, according to an early 

investigation toy Kbbinhaus (2lj.) and more recent studies of 

Webb and Nolesi (61) and of Trow (60) ? there are mass action# 

and from th# nsi actions ©®trg# la orderly fashion organized 

and specialised responses through differentlatl cm» 

The Importance of generalization ma an emphasis of 

several investigations. It has been shown that, in learning, 

response ia in relations among stimuli or elements existing 

in an organized field and these relations are perceived by 

the learnerj this faetor was revealed in a study by Guilford 

and Hanson (2?) and a more recent report by Adams and Bowie 

(l)« The importance of over-"view was indicated ia an in-

vestigation of the jigsaw pusssle solutions of children by 

Hildreth (29) who found that results were in all ways 

superior when the children worked with under*tanding of 

the whole problem. 

The situation as it appears to the learner as the 

. determinant of his behavior, with the situation changing 

as learning progresses, was one of the learning factors 

developed in a comprehensive treatment of the subject by 

Oommtas and Fagin (1$)* 

iS&i'MSSSMi MS£B£SB*~"Xa research m learning 

theory, a body of literature centered around goal and 

purpose. learning has been found to be most rapid and 

permanent, according to the Commission m Teacher Bducation 
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($}$ when the learner sees a dear, reasonable, and defanal* 

ble relationship between hia personal goals or values and 

the activities in which he la engaged# 

In attempting to determine the relationship between 

ability la scientific thinking and behavior la situations 

involving choice* Buck and Ojemaxm {13) concluded that the 

outstanding difference between high and low score subjects 

in behavior situations seemed to be a well~for$aed purpose 

which was the subject*s o n and which he ma attempting 

to carry out* Defining the trend in activations! theory, 

Allport (2) pointed out that from the point of view of the 

behavior, behavior is purposeful and always has a reason* 

la the learning process the effect of goal on result® was 

evident in Trow* s (60) work which showed that routine rape-

tition without Interest or goal obtains inadequate results,, • 

and in researeh by Hildreth (29) who found that children 

could solve problems more easily when they had soma idea of 

the goal* 

that the learner is ready to blunder through, if need 

fee, to aome goal object or state has been concluded by 

Kowltss (36) in his study of conscious and unconscious con-

trols of academic learning and by Welch and Hayes (62) who 

explored the elements of conditions in behavior. Further 

evidence was given by Rosensweig ($k) who found, working 

with jigsaw pussies, that the child ©an tolerate a reasonable 

number of failures ia hia goal-seeking. 
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7hut the individual not only initiates his activity 

tout contributes the modification of behavior which results 

In learning was found In th© studies of the factor of in-

terest la one* a task by Bettleheira (8) and by Book (12). 

Continuous dlgcoverlea in l e a r n i n g » p » y » 

ohologlata hair® pointed out that learning Is a continuous 

process. of staking discoveries# fhis was borne out by lelaon 

r (ij.7) to hie study of gros® motor skills In a apecifio situ-

ation and by Kelly (33) who concluded that the selection 

of factora in th© environment 1® detei-rained by a combination 

of paat experience and purpoae. 

In a comprehensive study of the nature and condition® 

of learning, Kingaley (314.) noted that th® learner must want 

something, notice something, do something, get somethingj 

a point of view presented by Kohler (35) several years 

earlier* 

fhat learning occurs with, not by means of, experience 

and escereiae was revealed in the study by Hendrlckson and 

Schroeder (20) ©f th® transfer of training in a given situ* 

*tien in which aubjeots learned to hit a submerged target, 

and the research undertaken by Kelater and Undergr&ff (32) 

of children1a reactions to failure, Investigations by 

Swenaon, Anderson, and Stacey (56) ahowed active participa-

tion to- be more important than drill* 



Problem situation In learning!« •"-Revealed i n the l i t e ra -

ture was the factor of problem situation,, in which the i n -

dividual i s forced by his em goal-seeking to vary hi® 

behavior* The process of change in behavior requires & 

recognition on the part of an Individual of the unsatis-

factoriness of his present adjustment and the desire to 

effect a change, according to Hasey and Menge C53)« This 

also was & f inding by Gage and Suci (2$l la * study of 

social perception and teacher-pupil relationships, by 

£»©eds (30) in an analysis of teacher-behavior l iked and 

disl iked by pupils, and by Levine and Butler (39) i n their 

investigation of lecture versus group decision in changing 

behavior* 

$,h® conclusion, that an individual resists changes 

which involve alter ing his standards, was drawn by D i l le r 

123) i n his inquiry into self-att i tudes* Somewhat related 

to the factor of problem situation was the assumption 

demonstrated by Luchins (1*2) that the learner i s l i ke ly 

to fol low a certain method followed before, when an easier 

solution i s possible, fhi® was borne out i n Murphy*s {10} 

study of how children ©op# with problems* 

. w . o f a a y in learning*—Several studies have 

projected the idea that learning u t i l i ses the primsipl* of 

internal expectancy m i t s major variable or construct. 



Internal probability as the variable most likely to change 

due to sew experiences was demonstrated by intercorrelation* 

between measures of school learning drawn by Tilton ($9) 

m & application by Zelan (63} of behavioral criteria to 

Rorschach measures of level of aspiration. Chapman and 

folkmann (16) found that behavior is determined not only 

by the nature of goals but alio by the anticipation that 

the goals will happen. Belated t© expectancy theory was 

the finding by Buswell (li|.) that pupils who succeeded in 

academic worfc succeeded in their social relationships with 

peers* 

That an individual's aspiration level depends on his 

own standards and those developed by the group was shown in 

studies ©f group effects by Daehiell (21) and of opinions 

in groups by Gerard {26). The study by Berenda (7) of the 

influence of the group on the individual indicated that the 

clearer the correct answer is to the individual the less he 

Is swayed by the opinion of others* Strong cultural imposi-

tion ©n the development of children was pointed out by 

Blair (9) in his study of the pre-adolescent and by Bonney 

(11) whose study examined differences in social behavior 

between socioraetrically high and socioiaetrically low 

children. Xn investigating a person* s attitude toward 

self# Raiioy (£2) concluded that self-concept was a core 

factor in personality organisation. Analyzing the 
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c oxaposltions written by student a, Jersild (31) concluded 

that a currioulum planned to help pupils to self*understandlng 

would be radically different from most present programs. 

Differentiated response in learning* "-Several researchers 

indicated that learning is a private, individual matter# In 

studying two groups# Aach (ij.) concluded that emotional ad-

justment and social attitude scores favor the group whose 

members were permitted to discuss anything in class and the 

instructor clarified# objectified, or summarized student 

remarks* 

In an analysis of the alleged criteria of Insight learn-

ing Pecks tain (I4.9) found that insight does not explain learn-

ing but is the end product of learning. That the learner 

must have some means of discovering that hi® activity is ef-

fective was pointed out by Cartwrlght and Zander (l£), in 

an extensive study of group dynamics. 

Every act has its own intrinsic motivation, according to 

Gofer (1?) in his chapter on Motivation in a recent annual 

review of psychology. Olson and Hughes (p)» measuring a 

group of the same children over a number of years, showed 

how learning depends on the growth pattern, a pattern that 

is unique in each individual. 

The over-all approach to personality diagnosis was 

demonstrated by Hotter (55) in the use of the Rorschach test, 
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concluding that it is the whole complex of an individual1s 

responses whieh must be interpreted, tine Meaning of on# 

feature toeing' contingent m every other -feature* 

Section Smamary 

In the preceding analysis of the field theory mpptmoh 

to learning several general concepts were&mtm. •' 

Learning la learner-eent©redj it is the Immmr who 

mutt do the learning* motivated by his mm purposes# L«ts»* 

ing takes place in a problem situation, the relation® of 

the elements of which are perceived by the learner* Learn~ 

ing is in relation to a social setting whieh affects aspira-

tion level*, planning, and decision-making, & complete 

theory of learning must have something to say about reason# 

ing* creative imagination and inventiveness in addition to 

what may be said about memorizing, retailing or about- the 

acquisitlon of skills, 

Chapter Summary 

lis this overview of democratic and psychological 

theories certain generalisations were paramount# fhe com* 

prehansive view of teacher behavior is t©aeher»ln~soeiety 

oriented. The value of teaching depends on the teacher's 

effectiveness in helping pupils leam to function within 

the framework necessary for the continuance of his society# 
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Behaviors peculiarly needed lay teachers in a democratic 

society are reflected In the values and faitha that underlie 

democratic living and in research in learning theory as 

item in the following presentation In parallel ©oXurais of 

democratic akills* learning principles andrefmlting demands 

mat© of the teacher. 

a 
1 1 

ins LEARNING 

Democracy 
says: 

1» Keapect for 
individual. 

learning theory 
any si 

1# fhe individual 
doea his own learn-
ing, motivated by 
his own purposes 
that are important 
to him. 

2. To realise own 
best self-, an indi-
vidual poasessea 
the capacity to 
feel with and for 
others. 

Behaviors demanded of 
teachers aref 

1» @'®nj®ld«r the 
Xng«f@eling«aetiiig per-
aon as the center of 
value In the claaarooai. 
Processes are those 
that serve the learner* 
rather than making the 
learner aubaervient to 
them. 

Permit freedom to fol-
low the leaner* a o w 
purposes* directed by 
personal value#. fhia 
requires knowing pos-
sible choices and eon* 
sequences of choice#. 

Z* Foster the spirit 
of good will and con-
cern for tho well-being 
of one another# 

Child* In th* develop-
ment of ©osammication 
akill*. 

J. Every individual 3. Welcome uniqueness 
has creative ability and creativity. Con-
which grow* with use. tinuoua guidance eauaes 
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Whether A person 
will learn a certain 
activity Is deeply 
Influenced by hi® 
trying or not trying 
to do so. 

xi* m t h in 
shared intelli-
gence. 

5# fh® individual, 
tilth help in guid-
ance of planning, 
ha# th© Ability to 
solve his own prob-
lems# 

6. An individual* g 
problem-solving is 
grounded in the 
context of group-
living » 

7» Blfferentlstion 
on the part of the 
Individual takes 
tlra®» 

th® originality fac-
tor {Ability to tto* 
organize experiences) 
to become more and 
more dominant. 

Know the individual, 
a necessity in order 
to interpret th© goals 
which he sets* 

Realize that execut-
ing a performance im-
perfectly is a sign 
thst the mat©rial Is 
incomplete* perhaps 
that the task is beyond 
th® • level of maturity.: 
Acquisition of experi-
ences And muscular co-
ordinstion Are func tions 
©f motivation And stimu-
lation. 

5* Improve individual ' • 
And group living 
through problem solving * 
know the skills of in-
dividual And group prob-
lem solving| keep la* 
tellactual curiosity 
Alivej involve IdeAs 
And ©pinion# of others; 
evaluate progress; give 
support to what is be-
lieved right * 

6* Provide opportunities 
for discussion, fdr 
struggle between con-
flicting idess And for 
resohing consensus in 
ressonAble choices. 

?• Set tesks that cAn 
readily be organised 
into A meaningful whole 
or pattern* 
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8. An Individual 
cannot solve prob-
lems he does not 
Iurr©* 

III, Belief to 
frwsdoai-
restraintj 
that Is* free-
dom controlled 
by the just 
ejcpe©tat ions 
of others. 

9» fhe individual 
participates in 
whatever social 
arrangements that 
help hixa realize 
his ©w» 3elf-
ftilfiltoent.. 

10* Neither the 
promise of reward 
aor the threat of 
jmnisteaent creates 
the sane eonstella.-
tlon of psychologi-
cal forcea within 
the individual m a 
©hang© of forces la 
the demanded ac-
tivity itself. 

11# fhe present 
psychological field, 
the learner's per-
sonal field of 
reference* is t)w 
cause of behaviors 
neither the future 
n©» the past are 
the cause 

Let all other intro-
ductory steps wait 
up©it the development. 
of the learner* s at-
titude toward a leans»-
lag situationj have 
patience*. 

8. Provide in the learn-
ing environment oppor-
tunities for experience 
in the facing of new 
situations. 

Trust co-operation as 
the major technique of 
growth and development* 

9. Give pupils a voice 
la policies which af-
fect them. G-iv© choice 
Jjb responsibilities and 
the work to be done. 

10. Have aamy avenues cf 
interest# i M activities 
open to learners j place 
aphasia on selection 
of alternative be-
haviors. -• . . 

11# Realize that the 
reinforcing effect of 
stimuli in one situ* 
a tlon does not permit 
•direct prediction ©f 
their reinforcing 
properties la another 
mjd that pressuring mm 
be uaeless, even ham- • 
ful. 
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The yels.fc.ionsh.ip of democratic principles and psycho-

logical principles to effective teaching% implied in the 

preceding presentation, has indicated that teachers in 

democratic schools can work best toward improving the 

quality of living in the classroom when basic principles 

of democracy operate in the schools. The problem of teacher 

behavior, therefore, mn be analyzed realistically only in 

terns of democratic and psychological philosophy. This 

point of view governed the developers of the 

Teacher Attitude inventory in their attempt to locate the 

si^erior teacher by his attitudes. It was also a basic 

principle of the developers of the verbal behavior index 

in designating the learner-c entered teacher as compared 

with one who Is t®&cher~e«ait©r©eU 
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TIES HEASSHEMMT OF I£ABKBH^iaftfB8S0HHS3 

That learner-centeredness is grounded In psychology and 

democracy was shown In Chapter II# Th* appropriateness of 

the two instruments, th© Minnesota Teacher AttlfeMd© Inventory 

and the verbal behavior index, as juaasurtii of learner-

center edness has been developed In this chapter. 

Tha Instrooenta 

The democratic -psychological base for the two tastra-

aients has been indicated by their authors. Cook (2), senior 

author of the Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory* has im-

plied in correspondence related to th# present study that 

the Inventory has empirical validity built into it, its 

psychological significance known. Anderson CD# senior 

researcher of the several studies which served as a point 

of departure for Wlthall1* (9) work# has pointed out, also 

through recent correspondence, that there is still much to 

learn about the interplay between teachers and children in 

relation to the effects' of Integrative verbal contacts in-

terpreted from th© point of view of established mental 

hygiene principles* 

59 
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The •Minnesota teacher Attitude lavatory 

fhe Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory (3), fmqm&tlj 

referred to as the MTA1,1 was designed to rank a teacher by 

his choice of on® of five possible responses to one hundred 

iai fifty attitude statementss strongly agree, agree, un-

decided, disagree, strongly disagree# 

• Inspection ®f the Individual'Items of the Inventory ' 

ha® shown that they were selected from five soclc-educational 
2 

areast (1) moral status of children In the opinion of 

adults*. especially as concerns their adherence to adult-

imposed standards} (2) discipline and problems of conduct 

and laethods employed in dealing with such problems| (3) 

principles of child development and behavior related to 

ability, achievement, learning, motivation and personality 

development? (4) principles of education related to philos-

ophy, curriculum and administrationj and {$} personal re-

actions of the teacher, likes and dislikes, sources of 

irritation# 

Knowledge and attitudes within the framework of these 

five areas have been an integral part of an individuals 

th® literature of the abbreviated title, 
?fefap®55ri®##fellr full title is a procedure 

followed in the present study. ' v • 

_ information m the assignment of the one hundred and 
of the Inventory to each of five areas of socio-

^ by 0, H. Leeds, m * 
Illation SF* whocmutloned that the olaasl-
C o . e r ^ o S g o S ? "* ° f th* b,lo"e 
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philosophy and education. fh® philosophy of the developer® 

©f the HZAX has been described I® fete®- test manual through 

definition of th# superior teacher and the inferior teacher. 

fliat superior and inferior are synonymous both with" 

desirable teacher-pupil illations and undesirable teacher-

pupil relations and with le amer-eentaredneiis and teacher* 

centeredness can be shown by arranging the data given in the 

manual in two parallel columns oalled desirable teacher* 

pupil characteristics and undesirable teacher-pupi 1 character* 

istics. 

tsac-ber-mmll 

fe&eher able to maintain a 
state of harmonious rela-
tions with pupils oh®raster* 
1*«4 by mutual affection and 
sympathetic.understanding. 
Pupils like the teacher and 
•»j®y school work, feaeher 
likes the children and enjoys 
teaching. Situations requir-
e s disciplinary action rarely 
occur. 

Inadequacies m d short* 
comings in both teacher and 
pupils admitted frankly as 
•<Mo»t(bing to be overcome# 

Teacher and pupils work 
together in a social atmos-
phere of co-operative en-
deavor *** intense interest 
tu. ife# m&wk of th# dinyt with 

Teacher attempts to dominate 
the eXasarooa, ruling with 
m iron hand, creating an 
atraosphere of tension, fear 
and submission! or he may be 
unsuccessful and become 
nervous, fearful and dis-
traught in a classroom 
characterised by frustration, 
restlessness, inattention, 
laok. of respect and numerous 
disciplinary problems. 

Both teacher and pupils'at-
t«w»pt to hide their inade-
quacies from each other. 
Ridicule, sarcasm and sharp-
tempered remarks are 

teacher tend# t©-, think in 
terms of his status, the 
correctness of the position 
he takes m classroom matters 
and the subject matter to be 
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a feeling of security grow covered, rather. than in 
ing from a 'permissive at* liws • of what the pupil 
Biosphere of freedom to think needs, feels» knows and can 
«nd speak with rattual respect do* 
for the feelings, rights and 
abilities of others. Group 
solidarity resulting £rm 
eoasBon goals, ftounon under-
' standing* cosmon efforts,, 
©©Simon diff icult ies* and 
peaaatm achievement© character- -
isse the class* 

Each response to agreement with the developer# • of the 

MTAI ha® a score value; of plus, on® and each in di»«* 

agreement with the philosophy inherent in the instrument has 

a score value of minus one* The "wrongs" subtracted from 

the *rightstt yield the attitude score, with its equivalent 

percentile rank# The higher the percentile rank for an 

individual the greater his agreement with the developers 

and thus the higher the degree of learaer~centeredness» 

lilt Wi»ta®ll Verbal Behavior Indeae 

The climate index developed by Withall (9) was designed 

to label a teacher as learner-centered or teacher-centered, 

according to the categorizing of an array of statements 

representative of the teacher's verbal behavior* 

Inspection of the category descriptions, m given below* 

has shown that the first three categories concern learner* 

centerednese and the last three categories imply teacher-

©enteredness. The fourth category has been designated as 

neutral, having statements neither learner-supportive nor 

teacher-supportive, 
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Category Is Learner-supportive statements or Questions 

express agreement with, the ideas, action® or opinions of the 

learner or ©oramend or reassure the learner. The dominant 

intent of theae atatamenta or questions ia to praise, en-

courage or bolster the learner* 

Gategory 2s Acceptant or clarifying statements or 

questions evidence considerable understanding by the teacher, 

or raatate clearly in the teacher* a words the ideational 

or the feeling content of the learner* e statement# The 

dominant intent of these teacher-responses ia to help the 

1 earner to gain inaight into his problem. 

Category 3? Problem-structuring statements or questions 

offer facts or idea® or opinion* to the learner about 

phenomena or procedures in an objective manner. The domi-

nant intent is to elucidate the problem and thereby facili-

tate the learner*a problem-solving activities* 

Category Ip leutral statements evidencing no supportive 

intent are neither teacher-sustaining nor learner-sustaining. 

Statements having to do with administrative procedure fall 

into this category. 

Category $\ Directive statements or questions advise 

the learner regarding a course of action or future behavior 

and narrowly limit choice# The dominant intent of this 

response ia to have the learner adopt the teacher* s point 

©f view. 
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Category 6: Reproving, disapproving #3? disparaging 

statements 03* questions express complete or partial dis-

approval of the Ideas and behavior of the learner. fl» 

dominant intent of these statements is to represent to the 

learner societal values as the teacher sees thera, to ad-

monish the learner for unacceptable behavior and to deter 

him from repeating it in the future» or to impress on the 

leamer the fact that he has not met the criteria for suc-

cessful achievement acceptable to the teacher* 

Category ?s Teacher-supportive statements or questions 

express a defensive attitude, referring to present or past 

interests, activities or possessions with the purpose of 

reassurance. The dominant intent of these teacher-responses 

is to defend or to justify the teacher. 

The intent of verbal statements within the framework 

of these seven categories has been an integral part of a 

teacher1s philosophy snd education. The philosophy, com-

prising the conceptual framework within which WithalX*s 

If) doctoral study was conducted, has been gleaned largely 

£*m the field theory point of view as defined in Chapter 

11 of the present study. A teacher's score m the index, 

as with the MTAX# has reflected the extent to which the 

teacher's philosophy As in agreeaent with the philosophy 

of the developers of the instrument. Xn categorizing 

verbal behavior a definite pattern of attack, recommended 
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is the Withall study, was followed* first, to infer from 

the statement feeing categorized the dominant intent of the 

teacher m the intent to sustain the learner or the intent 

to sustain the teacher; second, to determine which of the 

three possible identifiable procedures in the first three 

categories or in the last three categories were utilized by 

the teacher In expressing this intent. 

If the proportion of statements falling in one or mm 

of the first three categories outweighed the proportion fall-

ing into the last three categories the technique of the 

teacher WB considered learner-centered. If the proportion 

was reversed the teacher was said to be teacher-centered, 

fhe larger the nmber of statements falling into the first 

three categories the higher the degree of agreement of the 

teacher with the philosophy of the developers of the index 

and thus the higher the degree of learner-centeredness. 

The Sample 

Originally* fifty teachers in on© metropolitan area of 

approximately 500,000 population, twenty-five teachers on 

the elementary school level and twenty-five teachers on the 

secondary-school level, were invited to participate in the 

study. 

fhe classrooms in which the teachers taught were in no 

way different from other classrooms, any one of which might 

have been selected. While it was not an essential factor In 
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the study, each teacher use participating in the student-

teaching program at the time of the study and the attendant 

rapport with the investigator simplified the procedures of 

testing and record-keeping. Furthermore, the student teacher 

could be called on to assist in the recording of the comenta. 

Because of a number of factors such as ilises* and in-

creased demands on time and dwindling interest a meaber of 

th# teachers requested release from the commitment. To 

keep the two groups of teachers of equal size the final 

analysis #f the data was In I M A of forty teachers# the 

first twenty on the elementary school level and the second 

twenty on the secondary schopl level completing all report 

forms related to the study. 

Table I gives the composition of the sample, AS in-

dicated in the table, the group consisted of forty teachers 

in elementary and secondary school grades* Of the twenty 

elementary school teachers, ten taught in the lower elementary 

grades and ten taught in the upper elementary grades• Of 

the twenty secondary school teachers, eight were working 

with junior high school students in one of six subject 

areas. Twelve of the teachers were in the senior high 

school grades, working in one of eight areas* In all, five 

academic subjects and four non~acadeialc subjects were being 

taught by the high school teachers co-operating in the study. 
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COMPOSITION OF flU SAMPLE 

Grade kevel Subjeots of Study lumber of feather# 

Upper elementary All 10 

Lower elementary Ail 10 

Junior high 
Academic Mat henstios 1" 

English 1 
History 2 
Spanish 1 

Hon-aeadeiaie Physical education 1 
Music 2 

Senior high 
Academics English 2 

History 3 
Science 1 
Mathematics 1 

ion-academic Physical education 1 
Music 1 
Art 1 
Business Z 

f bye Procedure and Findings 

Vht two instruments used la ths study* the 

Teacher Attitude Inventory una the verfesl behavior notebook, 

wea?® distributed several weeks apart so that the likelihood 

of the subjects1 awareness of the close relationship of the 

two behavior records would be minimized. 
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Analgia of KTAI Responaes 

the HTAX with Its answer sheet w i delivered to teachers 

who had previously agreed to participate in the study* The 

teachers war# requested to follow direction* ©a the front 

page of the teat. 

The MTAI w e seored with two teeysi the flrit# the 

published k#yj and the second, a key devised for th® present 

etudy which showed th® categories of th® test# 

22& m A 1 » c o ™ key* —By us® of the published key in the 

form of two answer mask* th® "wrongs" score was subtracted 

fro® th# "rights" score to obtain the attitude sic ore,. which 

was compared with th# approximate nona group to get the 

equivalent percentile rank, defined by McNemar if) m the 

number representing the per cent of the cases in the total 

group lying below the given score value* 

Teacher responses to th® MTAX were examined fm certain 

difference* between the forty teachers* the «AX seore and 

the corresponding percentile rank; the per cent of learner-

oenteredness based on a comparison of the number of "rights" 

answers with the avm of the possible "rights® and the possible 

"wrongs" | and the mean attitude score* This information is 

given in Table II. 

Of the possible range of scores for the attitude test, 

plus 150 to Minus 150, the highest seore of any one indi-

vidual was plus 8l made by teacher K-7i the lowest attitude 
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M2AI 

Score 
b 

WAX 

Fl® 

Iff AX 
-W 
«A Teacher 

MTAI 
Score 

MfAI MfAI 
PI LC % 

X 
& M 

33 
1 5 
1 6 
I 7 
e a 
1 '9 
B 10 
1 11 
E 12 
8 13 
8 it 
s'-iS 
-1 1 6 
B 1' 
1 1 
1 19 
1 20 

•83 

5? 
otf. 
62 

P 
67 
£9 

1.7 

43 
1% 

m 
71 
6i 
30 

Total 507 # * # 

3 21 
S 22 
S 23 
S 2% 
S 25 
S 26 
8 0? 
S 28 
S 29 
B 30 
S 31 

3 

i 
- k 
61 
25 
34 
* 9 
•» 1 
•75 
23 
-5© 
*21 
64 
29 
m 
-IT 

|$g 
kl 
12 
12 
79 
29 
23 
13 
If 
1 
29. 
3 
7 
71 
35 
23 

s %0 37 

# * • 1@1 # « • 

I: 
# # * 

* * 40 

lean WAI Score -20,65 

®1» Eleraentaryj $# Secondary. 

bl®AI Score determined by responses minus 
"wrong" responses. 

c 
Table for conversion of attitude sear# to percentile 

rank in Inventory Manual, p# 8. 

Ssreentmgee ar® rounded out to whole numbera. Per* 
centag® la&ra®r-e#nt®r@dness determined by mraber of "*igbt" 
responses divided by adjusted total. Adjusted total, nec-
essary because of possibility of some responses being scored 
neither "right" nor "wrong,* is the mm of the nuatoer of 
"rights" and "wrongs" for each subject* 
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SWT®, minus 75# was that of teacher S-30. The rang® of 

score# fop the total group was on© hundred and fifty-six 

points# 

fi» attitude scores for elementary school teachers, on 

the whole, war® higher than for secondary school teachers, 

the ranga of scores for teachers on the elementary level, 

plug. 81 (teacher S-7) to minus 59 Ctea©her B-9) * was one 

hundred and forty points, which was almost identical to that 

@f teachers on the secondary level whose attitude scores 

ranged from plus 61$. (teacher to minus 7j» (teacher 

s-30)» a rang® of on# hundred and thirty-nine points. 

Included in Table II is the percentile rank equivalent 

of each attitude score, although the rank equivalent is not 

utilised in the present study, f he range of percentile 

Menits was seventy-eight points, from on# to seventy-nine * 

The percentage of leamer-centeredness, based on the 

relation of "rights" reaponsea to adjusted total, computed 

for each teacher# 1# included in fable II. teacher b-7 

and teacher S-30* who made the highest and lowest attitude 

score respectively on the Iff AX, also scored highest and 

lowest in terns of learner ~c en terednes s —83 per cent and 

Z3 pe# cent* However, there was not a one••tô one eorres"*' 

pondence {the second highest score, second highest percent-

agej third highest score, third highest percentage $ and so 

on) throughout the two sets of ecoresf for example, teacher 
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E~1 whose attitude score of 79 on the MTAI - was next to the 

highest among the attitude scores wu found to be 83 per 

cent learner-centered, which was the highest degree of 

Isarner-centsrednesa obtained by any individual# Learner-

centeredness, as determined by "rights" responses, was 

evidenced to' a higher degree among elementary teachers than 

In the secondary teacher group j the four highest parent-

ages, 03j 83, 79 and reflected behavior of.row ele-

mentary teachers# S~l, B-7# 1-15 and 1-xa* 

The steam attitude score for the ample of forty 

teachers was 20«,65, which at first glance a@ms lower than 

it actually was when interpreted in terms of the possible 

range of scores from plus 150 to minus 150, 

Further analysis of the information found in Table II 

was made possible by treating as two separate groups the 

twenty teachers on the elementary level and the twenty 

teachers on the secondary level, as indicated in fable III 

and Table IV. 

the mean of the scores of elementary school teachers, 

29#-f# ust 8Qia«whst higher than the mean of both the ele-

mentary and secondary groups combined., 20.65* the .range of 

attitude scores, plua 81 to minus 59* was one hundred and 

forty points as compared to a score range of one hundred 

and fifty-six for the total group, The range ©f percentile 

ranta1 was seventy-three points, lower than' for the total 

group* 
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The highest percentage of leamer-centeredness for any 

of the elementary school teachers referred to in Table III 

was teacher E-l and teacher E-7 whose technique was 83 per 

cent learner-centered. The lowest was that of teacher E-9 

who was 29 per cent learner-centered according to the number 

of "rights" responses to the MTAI. 

As given in Table IV, the mean of the attitude scores 

wade by teachers on the secondary level was 11 *1(5 ©s com-

pared with a mean of 29»9 for elementary teachers and a 

mean attitude aeore for the total group of 20.65* The range 

of attitude scores, froia plus 6I| to minus ?5# was one hundred 

and thirty-nine as. compared to a range of cue hundred and 

forty for the elementary teachers and a score range of on© 

hundred and fifty-six for the total group, fhe rang© of 

percentile ranks attained by secondary school teachers was 

seventy-eight points, from one to seventy-nine, compared 

to a range of seventy-three points for both the elementary 

teachers, and seventy-eight 'points for the total group# 

Among the secondary school teacher© the highest degree 

of learner-centerednes s , 73 per cent, was attained by 

teacher S-3&* At the other extreme# the behavior of 

teacher S-30 was, according to his "rights'1 responses, 23 

per cent lea'WB#r»c@nter®d# 

Since a significant difference in iaean MTAI scores 

has been found by Rocchio (8) between secondary school 
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TABUS If 

MINNISOTA fEACHBR ATTITUDE ItJVEHTORY E1S0LTS 
FOR SSCONOtART SCHOOL TEACHEHS 

Teacher® 
MfAl -

0©OF®fe 
ISA! ! 

» • 
mAi 
m T e a c h a r 

ami 
Scorn 

MfAX 
P B 

®AX' 
LC 
* 

S 2 1 | | kz 65 S » 23 29 5 9 

8 £ 2 i|2 | kl 6 5 S 32 - 5 0 3 32 

S 2 3 1 12 50 a 33 - 2 1 7 || *|.. 

S 2 i f » 4 12 %9 a 3fc 6!.|. 7 1 ?3 

S 2 5 61 7 9 72 s 3 5 29 35 61 

S 26 2 3 2 9 58 s 36 20 2 3 57 

S 2 7 ih ai 55 a 37 -17 7 43 

S 28 • 9 13 49 S 3 8 5 1 6 5 2 
S 29 ~ 1 I 13 

j 
50 i 39 50 55 72 

s 30 -75 j . 1 
L , 

23 ; 6 k® 37 I 4 2 ^3 

H « 2© 

Mean MTAI Score * 11 #45 

*S» Secondary. 
"te 

OTAI Score determined by "right* responses minus 
"wrong" responses'# 

°Table for conversion of attitude score to percentile 
rank in Inventory Manual, p. 8, 

P̂ercentages are rounded out to whole numbers. Per-
centage learner-centerednes s determined by number of 
"right" responses divided by adjusted total. Adjusted 
total* necessary because of possibility of some responses 
being scored neither "right** nor "wong," is the mm of 
the number of "rights" and "wrongs" for each subject. 
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feaaohars of aeadmle and of non-aoadeaiie subjects, thaaa two 

groups wrs analyzed separately, as given In Tabla ¥ and 

fable fl« Tli® non-aeadartiic ax*aa* raprasantad In Tabla ¥» 

esonoaraad such subjects as music, art, business and physical 

education* Tim m®tm of the scores for th« non-aeadaraic 

area was 9«36 at aomparad to a mmn of 2#*65 for th© total 

group and a mean attitude score of 11«1*5 for all secondary 

taachars. Sxtramas of lQarner-canteradneas wore found to 

bo 72 par cant (taachar 3-25) and 23 par cant (teaohar 

S-30) for non-academic teachers# 

Tabla VI presents data concerning teacher# of auah 

ac&deiaic subjects as social studios, science, Spanish and 

laathoiaatica# The mean attitude score was c omputod to b© 

12#83t which was higher than for teachers of non~academie 

aubjects, 9. 38, but not as high as that for the total 

group* 20.65. Teacher ahowad the highest 4*gv»» of 

learner~eanta:r»dneaa, ?3 per cant; teacher S-32 m s least 

learaer-c an tar ad , 32 per cant* 

£&&. aoaio»#du&ational area k©£.—To gain further in-

sight into th# attitude responses of the teachers* a tabu* 

latlon of th© items narked in agreement with tha MTAI 

*righta* liej? tai »iade according to tha flf® aocio-educational 

araas from which the one hundred and fifty iteraa were ®a« 

lactad• According to the developers of the Inventory* these 

categories wara moral statue of children, problems of 
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TABLE ? 

AOTIfUDl IMVOTOBY HE3UL3?S 
® tieOBBAlX' SC/IOOL fMOHESS, IOI-4C5ADSMIC 

MTA! MTAX KTAI 
Sew# Teacher® 

a 25 79 ? 
S £6 29 8 39 
a 29 

Jf m $ 

M#a» MJAI Soot* 
a. 

9.38 
S t Secondary. 

»«.<mg»T™ap°n«af" ternlnBd b y " r t*h t" „ , p o a , „ ^ 

Mnk iI*Xny«torJ<MSSi°n
p° fa? , > t i t U d* *°0r9 t 0 

omtaM'-uf011*8®® "™ r m m d a ! l oat to vfaol. ntfflbw. p . . 
«S?^S? datamlmd bv ' , 9 r" 
"right" ».poni i . . 41*14.4 ^ « 3 L 

t h ' ~ . 5 2 , 2 1 — o f 
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tmM n 
MXHNESGTA TEACHER ATTITUDE INVENTORY RSSTJLTS 

FOl SECONDARY SCHOOL TBACHBRS, ACADBKIC 

Tea ©her® 
MTAI 
$®©r®fe 

MAT 
m® 

MTAI 
m 
ĝd Teacher 

HTAI 

Sow# 

W A I 
?» 

MfAX 
IJC % 

8 21 . 31 l$t 65 3 32 •5© 3 
a m 2*2 Iff 65 » 3% 6i|. T1 73 

S 2k -fc 12 %9 s 35 29 35 61 
8 2? 3tt̂» 23 55 S 36 20 23 57 

S 28 ** f 13 W 3 J? -IT ' 7 *3 
s 31 23 29 59 s 38 5 16 52 

I » U 

Mean M'AI Score « 12.83 

*3# Secondary. 
fe«AI Seore determined by "right" responses minus 

"wrong" responses. 

®?able fos* conversion of a t t i tude aoor© t® percentile 
m m i n I nven to ry Manual, p . 0 . * 

fl 
"Percentages a r e rounded out t o whole ma&ers* P e r -

MB*mm leamer~c en fceredness determined toy nwfcerof 
"right .responses divided by adjusted total* Adjusted 
to t a l , neoessary because of poss ib i l i ty of some responses 
being scored neither "right11 nor "wrong," i s the mm of 
the number of "rights" and "wrongs" for eaeh subject. 
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conduct* prinoiplea of child development, principlea of 

education and personal reactions of teachers, fills tab-Ola-' 

tion is ahown in Table VII concerning each teacher working 

with elementary achool children and in Table VIII concerning 

each teacher working on the secondary level# 

the difference in possible totals in the five areaa 

minimisea tha aignificance of the "righta" total for com-

parative purposes and directs attention to percentage 

"righta*" 

For tha elementary achool group, aa ahown in fable VII, 

the area recalling tha moat emphasis concerned the third 

area, principle® of child development* The area given 

least attention was the second area# discipline* This was 

demonstrated by teacher 1*1# whose score was the highest 

on tha Mt&I* His "rights*1 reaponaea shoved a varianoe of 

emphaseat 100 per cent agreement in the area of principle a 

of child development! 89 per cent agreement in the area of 

eduoational prinoiplea* 87 per oent agreement concerning 

moral status of children; 76 per cent agreement in relation 

to personal likes and dialikes of teachers; and 68 per cent 

agreement with the developers in regard to problems of con-

duct# Another example, teacher 1-7 with an attitude score 

next the highest, indicated these behavior emphases 2 100 

per cent agreement in the area of principle# of child de-

velopment and in the area of peraonal likea and dialikea of 

the teachers | 88 per cent in the area of moral status ©f 
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A I M ANALYSIS m KTAI msmmm 
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children* and 76 per oent la the areas of discipline and 

educational principles. 

feaeheni on the secondary school level gave attitude 

responses, as tabulated In fable VIII, that showed greatest 

attention to the fifth area, personal likes and dislike# of 

the teacher, and least attention to principles of education, 

area f@wr» As given in fable fill# the secondary school 

teacher having the highest per cent of agreement with the 

developers of the Inventory was teacher S-l$0* I# attained 

k® per oent agreement with the developers of the Inventory 

in the area of moral status of children, 59 per oent agree* 

sent on discipline, 89 per oent agreement in relation to 

child behavior, ?8 per cent agreement on principles of 

education, and 93 per cent agreement in the area of personal 

reactions of the teacher. 

the teachers who made the highest and the lowest atti-

tude score on the JffAI showed a difference in socio-educatlonal 

emphases. Teacher 8»7, with an attitude score of plus 81, 

showed highest agreement in the areas of child development 

and a teacher*s personal reactions and evidenced lowest 

agreement with the developers of the WAX in the areas of 

discipline and educational principles» while teacher S-30, 

with a score of minus 75# showed highest per oent of agree-

ment in the areas of moral status of children and of dis-

cipline and least agreement in the swatter of a teacher* s 

likes and dislllsea, 
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®S, Secondary* 

& *-m ® r 0 a s* 3-isted i n Minnesota Teaeher 
Attitude Inventory Manual on p. 10 si*# as follows s 

Aj?®« 1 — M Status of Children (62 Items) 
Av«ft 2—*>iaolplim and Problem# of Conduct |3k it«n«} 
Area 3~-Prineiplea of Child Development and Behavior 

{I4 Items) 
Area ^—Principles of Education (22 items) 
4rta 5—Personal Reactions of the feacher (18 items) 

«.« Inveni°f? "»»s *® e»ri»ln categories 
*" f°™' h", bf daYalopara of the ln«tm«nt through cor-
respondenc© at the time of the present study* 

o f s s ' E L r s . i i s s ; 
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A comparison of percentages, indie sting amber of 

"rights* responses, as given in Table ¥11 ana Table ¥111 

show a difference 'la degree of emphasis placed on each 

area, fhe rank of emphases for elementary teachers was 

ehild development, moral status of children, principles of 

education, personal likes and dislikes of the teacher and 

discipline* For secondary teachers it was personal likes 

and dislikes of teachers, child developatent, discipline, 

moral status of children and educational principles. 

Analysis of Verbal Index Insults 

Blank verbal-behavior record books, one half the size 

of a shorthand notebook# were given to each of the forty 

teachers who had responded to the Minnesota teacher Attitude 

.lnvflitngy several weeks earlier, the lapse of time decreasing 

the possibility of recognition on the part of the teacher 

of the close relationship of the two instruments. Inserted 

in the booklet were instructions and a simple record of a 

series of comments made by one teacher, the recorder was 

to isake as many entries as possible up to a total of two 

hundred# Each entry was to be a comment made by the teacher 

to an individual pupil or to a group, clarified when necessaiy 

by- noting the response ©f the pupil or the setting ia which 

the ©©lament was made. 

Analysis of the verbal behavior record of each of the 

forty teachers was made to determine whether, according to 



tli# emphasis based m tmqammj In each of the seven eate-

gorim of the climate index, the teacher was mom learner* 

oentered -or mere teacher-oentered • 

Tina reliability of fifty coaaents. — f ha first fifty-

c omenta or verbal remarks in each behavior record was the 

basis 'Of analysis adopted in the present study. f he per* ' 

eentag© of the fifty statement a falling in the first three 

of the seven-category index indicated the extent of learaer-

centeredness in the verbal-behavior pattern of each of the 

forty teachers# 

For four of the forty teachers, selected at random, a 

w>r® intensive analysis was made to furnish further evidence 

of a conclusion by Withal! <9) that there is soae indication 

that the verbal-behavior pattern of a teacher can be drawn 

as the record of the first fifty statements as 

from two hundred recorded comments. 

Analysis and comparison of percentages for each of the 

four teachers based on the first fifty ornaments, the first 

<m» hundred eosnents, the first one hundred and fifty cess-

ment®, the first two hundred eoiments, is given in fable IX. 

fha percentage entry in each category for each teacher 

showed little variation as the number increased by fiftyj 

for example* in the first category concerned with learner* 

supportive behavior the change in percentage of total com-

ments made by teacher S-22, as the number of cosiraents 
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Increased, was from no per cant to 2 p r cent to 1»3 per 

cent to 1 per cent. 

fhe coefficient ©f correlation between percentage of 

leamer-eenteredness Implied by the first fifty items and 

by the first tiro hundred items m given in fable IX was ob-

tained for each of the four teachers: .995 fo** teacher 

S-22j *971 for teacher S-3Qj *9t|l for teacher S-34-1 â od 

• 657 for teaeher S-39« The correlation coefficient for • 

teacher S-22, for teacher S-30 and for teacher S-3I4. denotes 

high to very high relationship and that for teaohar S-39 

denotes substantial or marked relationship*3 

£&£ tabulation of tf^ first fifty .SSBSBSSll* tabula~ 

tion of the first fifty statements found in the verbal 

behavior record of each teacher was made according to the 

seven categories comprising the verbal behavior index de-

veloped by Withalli learner-supportive j acceptantj problem-

structuring j neutralj directive| reproving! and teacher-

supportive statements* The percentage of the possible fifty 

items falling in each category was computed for each teacher 

©a the elementary school level and on the secondary school 

level* Table X shows the categorization for teachers on the 

elementary level* 

interpretation of correlation in terms of verbal . 
description is based on the classification suggested by Henry 

(»***?£" 'll^T^E2!337 F*yoholCK:r £83 iasss&sa* 3ra *d. 
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number of comments were fount in the third category which 

concerned problems true turing behavior. Based on the por-

tion of the on® thou*and comment® tallied In the first three 

categories, 216 statements, the technique of elementary . . . 

school tea©hers was 22 per cent learner ~centered« 

For the total group of elementary school teachers, the 

extent of learner-centeredness represented by first three 

categories in the index varied from category to category* 

the largest nuatoer of comment# were aeeeptant or clarifying, 

th» next largest number learner-aupportive, th® smallest 

awber problem*® true turing * 

1?he verbal behavior of teacher© on the secondary school 

level i® indicated In fable XI, three of the teachers, 

tea©her S-21, teacher S-38- and teacher 3-39, were more 

learner~c entered than teacher-eentered as computed on the 

ba«i« of the sum of the comments in the first three categories 

compared with the sum of the entries in the last three cate-

gories# As was found in the elementary teacher group, the 

largest tally in the learner«oent©red categories is found 

In the second category designated as aeeeptant and clarify-

ing behavior. However, for the first and third categories 

the finding® were the reverse of that found for elementary 

teaeher* in that the smallest frequency concerned learner-

eupportive behavior rather than problem-** trueturing behavior. 

Baaed on the portion of the one thousand eotgawit® tallied 

in the first three categories, 306 statements, the technique 
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of secondary school teachers was 31 per cent learner-centered, 

as coiapared with 22 per ©ant; learner-oenteredness of the 

teachers on the elementary school level. 

Of the conments representing verbal behavior for the 

group ©f twenty secondary school teachers, th® largest number 

©f comments fell In the fifth category implying emphasis on 

directive behavior; the fewest was found in the first cate-

gory which conoerned learner-supportive statements. 

On th® toast® of two thousand ooaanent® attributable to 

forty subject® participating in this study the secondary 

m b m l teachers had almost a third more comments judged • 

learner-centered than did the eleiaentary teachers* 

Relationship of tgg Inventory and Xndea; 

Determining of the relationship of learner*®enterednsss 

as revealed by the MTAI and as implied by the Witha11 Verbal 

Behavior Index was a major procedure of the present study 

for which the preceding analysis ©f the separate ia»traMtift« 

was basic and necessary. 

The two sets of percentage scores for the total group 

of subjects is given in fable XII, indicating relationship. 

With only one exception, teaoher 8-21, the percentage 

of learner-centeredness revealed by the fffAI was greater in 

every case than that revealed by the Indexj for example, 

teacher JS-1 obtained a percentage score of 83 o& the W£A% 

and 56 per cent according to the Index while teaoher S-l̂ O 
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ahowad 63 per cent of verbal behavior learner-eentered m * 

cording to the Inventory and 22 per cant according to the 

Index* 

Two of th# elementary school teachers, tea©her E-X 

and teacher E-8, and three of tha teachers on the secondary 

achool level, teacher S*21»' teacher S-38 and teacher S-39, 

were consistent in their behavior, being mora learner-

cantered than teacher-centered according to data obtained 

on both th® Inventory and the Index. 

fta# rank position of aaoh of tha forty teachers also 

is given in fable XII« Teacher E-l, who was in firet rank 

position on th© M1TAI was in the fourth position based on 

verbal behavior percentage. Taaehar B-7» who held tha same 

rank position aa teacher K-l according to tha Inventory* was 

in tha thirteenth position in regard to th® Index* At tha 

other and of tha scale, taaehar 8-30, who was in position 

forty in term® of learner-centerednesa» revealed by tha 

MViX> was in rank position twenty-three in relation to 

verbal behavior deemed learner-centered. 

fha correlation between the two teats of learner-

cantaredneaa baaed on findings for the total group of forty 

subject# was *212. Such a correlation denotes a low positive 

correlation and a alight relationship* 

Further insight into the relationship between the find-

ings of the two instruments used in the present study waa 

attained by analyzing separately groups within tha group of 
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forty teachers; the twenty elementary teachers and the 

twenty secondary touchers. 

fable XIII gives the percentage so ores on the M M 

and verbal behavior Index for the twenty elementary teachers. 

It «h®ws a correlation of .228, which Is somewhat higher than 

for the total group of forty subjects but also denotes low 

correlation* 

The relationship of percentage scores of the MTAI and 

the verbal behavior index for the group of twenty secondary 

teachers la given in fable XIV. f he coefficient of correla-

tion obtained was .3*$, which la higher than- that for the 

total group, *212# the coefficient of correlation for the 

secondary teachers was higher than that for the elementary 

teacher group, .228. The coefficient of correlation, .31*8, 

interpreted in tanas of verbal description showed a present 

but slight relationship# 

The higher correlation for secondary aohool teachers 

did not iaply necessarily a higher degree of learner* 

centerednesa, but rather a higher degree of consistency in 

the responses to the MTAI on one hand and the verbal behavior 

on the other. 

Chapter Summary 

the leamer-centerednes s emphasis in the two instruaenta, 

fe».sh»r attitude Inventory and the Wlthall Verbal 

Behavior Index, prompted their use in the present study in 
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RELAfXOHSHIP OP PERCENTAGE SCORES M M AHD VERBAL BEHAVIOR 
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TABLE XI? 

m u m m m ? of percentage scores w a i m o ve rba l behavior 
LEARHR-OWfEREDHlSS FOR 3EC0HDARX GHOtTP 

7«aah«r wm 
If 

Verbal 
B»havlor 

f e a c h e r 
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IOTI&T 
* 

V«*bal 
Behavior 

3 21 65 SO s 31 59 16 

S 22 65 m *s n© fis Jm 32 16 

S 23 50 34 S 33 kl 24 

S 24 %9 •%S » 3% 73 22 

S 25 72 39 • 35 61 28 

S 26 58 22 S J6 51 •20 

S 2? 55 21 » 3? W 04 

S 2S 4? 12 S 38 52 4S 

S 29 50 42 S 39 ?2 64 

a 30 23 20 3 1+0 63 22 

1 » 20 

E *3S 

My 

54»35 

>0,65 

BO 

SD. 

12.80 

10.56 
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designating the superior teacher op leaimer^Mttared teacher 

as compared with the Inferior or t eache r-centered teacher. 

' The participating subjects, twenty elementary school 

teachers and twenty secondary school teachers, responded to' 

the MTAI and later teept a record of verbal eomraents to 

pupils* The teachers were assisted in the recording of their 

comments by student teachers who were already a part of the 

classroom situation when the present study was initiated. 

fhe MTAI was scored with two keys: the published key 

and a key developed during th® present study which showed 

the distribution of th# one hundred and fifty attitude 

statements according to five socio•educational areas. 

fhe verbal behavior record was scored with a key de-

veloped by Withall, a seven-category verbal behavior index* 

fhe degree of learner-c enterednes s was used as the 

common denominator for the two instruments* For the MTAI 

the percentage was computed by dividing the ramtoer of 

"rights'5 answers* showing agreement with the philosophy of 

th® Inventory concerning the definition of a superior 

taaehsr, by the total of the sura of the "rights" and th® 

"wrongs.w For the socio*>educatlonal areas the percentage 

wss computed in the same manner to show the extent of 

emphasis placed in each area. 

To determine the percentage of learner-centeredness 

shown by verbal behavior th© sum of the comments tallied to 
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tfe® three categories designated as learner-centered, cate-

gories one, two, and three, was compared with the largest 

possible tally of fifty comments* 

the consistency of degree of learner~center@dna.ss far 

each teacher according to attitude responses and in the 

light of verbal behavior was determined and the following 

conclusions drawn* 

• !• The mean attitude score for the total group of 

forty subject®. was 20.6£, .whloh was above the median of the 

'fMSftalbl® score vmgm of plus on# hundred and fifty to Minus 

m ® hundred and fifty, The computed score range for the 

total group was one hundred and fiftysix# 

2. The mean attitude score of teachers on the ele* 

raentary sohool level, 29.9# was higher than that of teachers 

on the secondary school level* 11*2̂ 5« and higher than the 

aeaa attitude score for the total group* The mean attitude 

wore for tea©hers of high sohool academic subjects, 12#Sjg, 

was found to be higher than that for teachers of non«*acadeiale 

subjeots, 9*36« 

3» The MTAI score range for secondary sohool teachers 

was more narrow than that for elementary school teachers or 

for the total group. 

k* I»eam«r~eent aredness, as expressed in percentage of 

"rights® responses to the attitude instrument, was evidenced 

to a higher degree among elementary teachers than anong 

mailto:center@dna.ss
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secondary school tsttchere* However, the lowest percentage 

l o o m for secondary school teachers «»r» matched by almost 

Identical scores for elementary school teachers. 

J»* There was not a one-to-one correspondence of Magni-

tude of Iff AX score and magnitude of percentage of learner-

©enteredness Indicated by attitude responses. 

6* When "rights" responses were tabulated according 

to five socio-educatlonal areas, elementary school teachers 

showed greatest agreement with the philosophy of the de-

velopers of the MTAI In the area of child development and 

least in the area of discipline# In contrast, teacher© on 

the secondary school level had the largest per cent of 

"rights" scores in the areas of a teacher* s personal likes 

and dislikes and the smallest per cent of "rights" scores 

In the area of educational principles. 

?# According to the verbal behavior index# the tech* 

n%qm ©f elementary school teachers and of secondary *eho@l 

teachers was more teacher-centered than learner-centered. 

8# fh# technique of secondary school teachers, as 

demonstrated by verbal behavior, was more learner~centered 

than that of elementary school teachers# On the basis of 

the total number of statements, tallied according to the 

verbal index, three secondary school teachers and one 

elementary school teacher implied by behavior greater 

leamer *cen t er edness than teacher-centeredness* On the 
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total* of tli® tally of th© statements, secondary teachers had 

* larger ©omit In the leamer-eentered categories than did 

the elementary teachers • Together, th® ooimt of th® coiaraents 

fudged lsamer«eentered for both eleraentary and secondary 

teachers was 521 of tb© possible' 2,000 or 2? per e enfe * 

% Elementary teachers and secondary teachers placed 

greatest emphasis in their verbal behavior on directive 

statements* Least emphasis was given by elementary school 

teachers to problem-structuring and by secondary school 

teachers to leamer-aupportiT© behavior* 

10* Both elementary and secondary school teachers were 

found to be wore learner-centered In their attitudes than 

in their verbal behavior. 

11. Relatively few teachers who showed learner* 

oanteredness in their attitudes practiced learner*-

centeredness in their behavior. 
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CHAPTER IV 

SUMMATIOI $ CGRCL0SIOHS AND REQQMMBHIWUriOKS 

flsa purpose of the study was to determine the predictive 

value of attitude responses la. relation to verbal behavior 

and, indirectly, to ascertain the predictive power of the • 

Minnesota feather Attitude Inventory whsti the outside ori» 

terion 1® the Withal I Verbal Behavior Index* 

Although validity of a concurrent kind was detew&ned 

by the authors of the Inventory by comparing contemporary 

performance and contemporary Minnesota Teacher Attitude 

Inventory scores there has been a need for information about 

the predictive validity of the instrument for certain pur-

poses* On# purpose, to determine the degree of consistency 

of learner-centeredness in attitudes and action, was the 

focal point of the present study. 

Suoimation 

fhe two instruments used were the Minnesota fftaoher 

Attitude Inventor and the Wlthall Verbal Behavior Index. 

fhe participating subjects took the attitude test as 

teachers on the elementary school level or the secondary 

school level, fhe criterion measure was the record of 

101 
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verbal behavior of each of the teachers in a day-to-day 

classroom situation. 

The MTM was scored with two keys* the published key 

and a key devised during the study to interpret the attitude 

responses by their position in one of five socio-educational 

areas, The verbal behavior index for eaeh teacher was de-

termined through use of the verbal behavior categories 

validated by Withall. 

The findings of this study were organized around the 

following s (1) presentation of the mean# and standard 

deviations, of attitude scores of the UfAl for the total 

sample and separately for the group of elementary school 

teachers, for the group of secondary school teachers, for 

secondary school teachers of academic subjects and for 

secondary school teachers of non-acaderaie subjects; (2) 

presentation of MTAI responses in relation to socio* 

educational emphasis for the total group and for teachers 

m the elementary level and on the secondary level; (3) 

presentation of the results of categorizing verbal behavior, 

according to Withall*a index, for elementary school teachers 

and for secondary school teachers f (Ij.) correlation analysis 

©f leamer-centeredness as expressed in attitudes and as 

laplled in verbal behavior for the total group of subjects# 

f®a? elementary school teachers and for secondary school 

teachers* 
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Fop tli# MTAI the percentage of learner-centeredness 

was computed by dividing the number of M rights'* responses, 

showing agreement with the philosophy of the Inventory 

concerning a superior teacher, by the sum of the 8rights" 

and "wrongs." The percentage was computed In the same way 

when using the key dealing with the socio~educational area# 

into which the one hundred and fifty MSAX statement® fall. 

For the percentage of learner-centeredness shown by 

verbal behavior the sum of the comments tallied in the 

categories designated as learner~eentered in the verbal 

index was compared with the largest possible tally, 

fifty ooasBants. 

The data indicated that 

1# Based on attitude responses, elementary school 

teachers were in greater agreements with the developers of 

the Inventory than were secondary school teachers in atti-

tude scores, in range of attitude scores, in mean attitude 

score and in learner-centeredness based on percentage of 

^rights™ responses# However, the lowest percentage scores 

for secondary school teachers were matched by almost 

identical percentage scores for elementary school teachers, 

fhere was not a one-to-one correlation of magnitude of 

WAX scores, which took into account both the "rights" and 

the "wrongs" responses, and magnitude of per cent of 

learner-centeredness, which was computed on the basic of 

the "rights" responses only. 
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When "rights" responses of elementary school teachers 

on the MTAI were tabulated according to five sooio-eduoational 

areas, agreement with, the philosophy of th® developers was 

JBost evident in the area of child development and least evi-

dent in the area of discipline• In contrast, agreement of 

the teachers on the secondary level with the developers ma 

m o r B ©vident in the area of a teacher* s personal likes and 

dislikes and least evident in the area of educational prin-

ciples. 

M* Based on an analysis of verbal behavior, the tech-

nique of secondary school teachers was found more learner-

centered than that of teachers on the elementary school 

level* However, teachers on both school levels were more 

teacher-centered than learner-centered with greatest emphasis 

given to directive statements* Elementary school teachers 

gave least attention to probleia-s trueturing comments; 

aeeoiwiary teachers neglected learner-supportive statements* 

the present study presented further evidence that fifty 

verbal comments represent as adequate a sampling as a total 

of two hundred comments. 

3* Baaed on a comparison of percentage of learner-

centeredness as expressed by attitude responses and as 

issplied in verbal behavior, teachers were more learner* 

centered in their attitude® than in their behavior* 
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Eelatively fmt teachers who showed learner-#enteredme&s la 

their attitudes practiced learn®r-c®nteredneas In their 

'behavior* 

Conclusions 

Conclusions to b® drawn from the data present®d in 

this study war® as follows: 

I* 33ete;i®in£ng the relationship of attitudes and verbal 

behavior by analyzing attitude responses and categorizing 

verbal behavior was found to be a useful procedure in assess* 

lag extent of teacher-effectiveness» defined as degree of 

learner-e en terednea s. 

2# The concept of learner*centeredness» reflecting 

the comprehensive view of teacher behavior as teacher-in-

society oriented and thus grounded in psychology and 

democracy» was found to be synonymous with definitions 

given is the turn instruments of weffective teaching" and 

the "superior teacher." 

3. Yh» low correlation found between MfAI performance 

and performance reflected in verbal behavior, both inter-

preted in terns of degree of learner-centeredness, provided 

evidence of inconsistency between the attitudes the teacher 

holds and the behavior the teacher evidences in the class-

room# Tim findings of the study questioned the us# of the 
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i& Attitude Inventory as a predictive measure 

of til® teacher's verbal classroom behavior. fills does not, 

however, reflect discredit on the instrument| the 

Teacher Attitude Inventory purports only to ascertain the 

attitudes a teacher holds toward the pupils. 

Beoojmendations 

The finding® in this study Indicated that the attitudes 

a teacher holds about proper teacher-pupil relationships 

do not reveal the totality of a teacher1s effectiveness or 

ineffectiveness. The following recommendations for further 

study developed as this study materia11zeds 

1. tfee present - study utilised a research pattern -within 

specified limits as set forth in Ghapter I* Using comparable 

data, other types of analyses were indicated, The attitude 

statements scored as •right" or "wrong" and th® verbal com-

ments Judged ''learner-centered" or f* teacher-©entered" In-

dicated a need for content analysis. The group-individual 

factors In the verbal behavior statements to pupils pointed 

to a need for further study. The secondary teachers desig-

nated as teachers of "academic" or Hnon-acad®iaic"' subjects 

seemed to show some difference when studied as two groups 

whloh suggested a need for larger sailing. 

2. Conclusions based on the present study Indicated 

need for a study or studies t© determine other procedures 
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that would yield a higher coefficient of correlation whan 

compared with the MTAI. Also shown indirectly was the need 

for a study to determine th© types of Instruiaants to ac-

co«*pany the MTAI Is order to arrive at a oommon behavior 

index for predictability. 

3* The aim of this study did not include an Investiga-

tion of the significance of the discrepancy between atti-

tudes and verbal behavior beyond that of predictability In 

relation to th® technique of "learner-centerednesa*w Since 

attitude® represent tendencies to ant and verbal behavior 

la evidence of an individuals personal and unique atanner 

of responding to th# circumstances of llfet if seeiaed from 

this study that serious consideration should be given in 

a follow-up study to factors which cause, the inconsistency 

between a teacher* s attitudes sad his classroom behavior# 

fMa study adds support to the growing view that the 

predictive value of tests can be established only through 

predictive studies* 
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